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 Abstract 

Our objective in this thesis work is to analyze and manage the log files which are generated after 

a number of experiments series on different groups using C3Fire simulation environment. It 

includes analyzing and extracting information from log files, and then maintaining this 

information in a database. This should be presented with a web interface through ICEfaces Ajax 

framework for Java. Log Files are generated after a number of experiments series on the 

different groups. All sequences and information related to task performed by team in group is 

organized in session log files. The work is divided into different steps; first step is to analyze and 

extract data from log files, and properly arrange it in several different tables in a database, for 

this MySQL database is used to store the information. The web interface of log file management 

system is implemented using ICEfaces Ajax framework, and is based on the statistics of log files 

generated from the C3Fire environment.  User would be able to add/remove the log files, also 

can view or edit the details of each session log file in database through web interface. Different 

events can be generated, and logged for the session information. 

C3Fire is an environment that supports training and research in team collaboration. The 

environment is mainly used in command, control and communication research, and in training of 

team decision making. Many humanitarian relief operations are doing their work without having 

any practice. When some disaster events occur, they cannot perform their jobs effectively. 

Effective and efficient relief operation is the need of humanity; even that’s not enough to move 

teams to the disaster place at right time; communication and co-ordination among the team 

members is the big factor to make effective and well-organized work. C3Fire is a simulation 

system which provides the training for team members to handle such type of disaster events, and 

makes the work more proficient at that time by doing effective coordination.  
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1. Introduction 

The C3 acronym consists of three parts: command, control and communication. C3Fire is a 

simulation environment that‟s let the team members or users to study, how to control the 

dynamic environment by communicating, commanding with each other. Deliberating the real 

world scenarios, some real world characteristics are supposed to create well-controlled 

simulation system. The system generates a task in an intricate environment where sometimes it 

becomes difficult for a random walker to collaborate and communicate with team members. [1]   

C3Fire can be used to train team decision making. It generates a task environment in which a 

group of people co-operate to extinguish a forest fire. The simulation includes a forest fire, 

houses, different kinds of vegetation, computer-simulated agents, such as fire-fighting units. The 

players who run the system are part of a fire-fighting organization and can take on the roles of 

staff members or fire-fighting unit chiefs. [5] 

Typically the learning ambition of C3Fire for participants is to comprehend how to plan, 

coordinate and communicate in a dispersed environment. The apprentice may feel some 

problems in decision making how to exchange information with other members, to know the 

needs and the priority of shared work and goal [2]. The ambition was to present a tool that 

allowed team training and controlled studies of co-operation and coordination in dynamic 

environments. [5] 

The foundation of the ideas about the C3Fire micro-world was based on the ideas shown in the 

C3Fire micro-world, which is an experimental system for studies of distributed decision making 

in dynamic environments. The C3Fire microworld was developed by Professor B Brehmer and 

Peter Svenmarck at Uppsala University, Sweden. [3] 

In 1998 The Swedish National Defence College used the C3Fire environment in their education, 

and in 2000 The Swedish National Defence College started to use the C3Fire environment in 

their ROLF-2010 research project. The usage of C3Fire is collaboration between Department of 

Operational Studies and Department of Leadership at Swedish National Defence College, and 

Department of Computer and Information Science at Linköping University, Sweden. 

1.1. Aim 

Our objective in this thesis work is to analyze and manage the log files which are generated 

during C3Fire experiments. It includes analyzing and extracting information from log files, and 

then maintaining this information in a database. This should be presented with a web interface 

through ICEfaces Ajax framework for Java. 
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Log Files are generated after a number of experiments series on the different groups. All 

sequences and information related to task performed by team in group is organized in session log 

files. A log file is maintained for each session, containing information about tasks performed in 

that particular session. We have been given the task to organize these session log files for each 

group in database, and also to present these log files information into some web based 

application. To achieve this task we have been advised to study the latest Java ICEfaces Ajax 

framework because this task has special requirement to implement it using specific Ajax 

framework for java like ICEfaces.  The task is divided into different steps. First step is to Extract 

data from log files and properly arrange it in different tables in a database. For this we have used 

MySQL to store the information. The web interface of C3Fire is based on the statistics of log 

files generated from the C3Fire environment.  User would be able to add/remove the log files 

from database, the user can be able to view or edit the details of each session. Different events 

can be generated and logged for the session information.  

1.2. Thesis Outline 

Thesis is outlined into 9 Chapter; division of all these chapters is as following: 

 Chapter 1 was about introduction to our thesis work. We briefly described the Aim and 

outline of our thesis report, how it is structured. 

 Chapter 2 introduces the background, benefits, usage and emergency management of 

C3Fire Simulation system.  

 Chapter 3 gives the explanation of ICEfaces framework and Java EE 5, which is used to 

develop C3Fire web administration application. Net Beans IDE, GlassFish and ICEfaces 

are discussed in this part.  

 Chapter 4 covers C3Fire requirements specification of log files management through 

web, this part separates the functional requirements from non-functional requirements. 

Also in this section use cases are presented to better understand the system.  

 Chapter 5 is about system implementation. It covers how the database is structured from 

the session log files, and also the implementation of C3Fire web administration system. 

Most of the web administration part of this section is based on architecture level, and 

explains what classes and database structures are used to develop this system.  

 Chapter 6 presented the user interface of C3Fire log files management on web for better 

understanding of the user.  

 We concluded our report with conclusion and suggested the future work with the web 

application we have implemented using ICEfaces Ajax framework in Chapter 7. 

References are arranged in Chapter 8, and Appendix at Chapter 9. 
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2. C3Fire Environment 

C3Fire gives the simulation environment that provides the training to team members in 

commanding, communication and controlling the dynamic environment. This system contains 

some real world characteristics and it generates a cognitive task for trainee, they co-ordinate and 

communicate with each other and control the environment in the same manner as usually people 

perform their job in reality. [1,2] 

The system generates a task environment that has complex, dynamic and opaque characteristics, 

similar to the cognitive tasks that people normally encounter in real-life systems. The task 

domain, which is forest fire fighting, is of subsidiary interest and has been chosen because it 

creates a good dynamic task environment for the subjects. Figure 1 presents the overview of 

C3Fire framework. [6] 

 

Figure 1: Presents the overview of C3Fire framework. [6] 

2.1. Purpose 

The purpose of C3Fire Environment is to provide a tool that allows collaboration training and 

controlled studies of co-operation and coordination in dynamic environments. C3Fire can be 

viewed as an internet based command, control, and communication experimental simulation 

environment. [1] 

The user interface for a manager in the C3Fire system is composed of information panels, a 

controlling panel and the map. It is used to Start Session, Session Control, Time, Roles, Wind, 

UnitInfo, UnitProperty, Map, and Pointer Position. Example on some user interface images from 

the C3Fire system are presented in the following figures. Figure 2 shows the manager‟s 

environment for C3Fire application. The user interface for a manager in the C3Fire system is 

composed of information panels, a controlling panel, role panel, pointer position panel, and the 

map panel. [8] 
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Figure 2: C3Fire Manager’s Environment. [8] 

The system generates a task environment in which a group of people (a staff) co-operate to 

obtain an overview over the situation in order to extinguish a forest fire. An example of an 

organization is depicted in Figure 2. The tasks for the staff members in this setting are to co-

ordinate and schedule the fire-fighting units so that they jointly can extinguish the fire, save 

houses (communities) and other areas with value. Communication among the participants is 

possible with different means, which are dependent on the configurations and conditions that are 

chosen for each experiment respectively. The fire-fighting unit chiefs communicate with the staff 

and the computer simulated fire-fighting unit and reconnaissance persons. The staff members can 

mainly perceive the world through the fire-fighting unit chiefs‟ e-mail and/or Geographic 

Information System (GIS) updates. The simulation includes forest fire, houses, different kinds of 

vegetation, computer-simulated agents as reconnaissance persons, and fire-fighting units. The 

user interface consists of three basic elements; (1) a GIS; (2) a diary; and (3) an e-mail system. 

The GIS can be manually updated and shared with other users. During a session, the simulator 

updates the GIS around the fire-fighting units for the actors who are controlling the fire-fighting 

unit.  

The user interface for a player in the C3Fire system consists of information panels, object 

palettes, mail and diary interface, and the map. All user interface parts can be individual set-up 
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for all participants in a training session. Following Figure 3 shows the C3Fire environment for 

players. [8] 

 

Figure 3: C3Fire Player’s Environment. [8] 

The setup, where the decision team works sitting around a table, comes from a „„campfire 

metaphor‟‟. The metaphor is inspired by the tradition of people gathering around a campfire to 

discuss problems or to enjoy themselves. To gather around a table with some common artifacts 

and information, and at the same time to be able to monitor each interlocutor‟s eyes and 

interactions, is thought to be one of the best ways of starting a creative discussion with a 

common focus (Sundin and Friman, 1998). The implementation of an organizational structure 

that is networked implies that traditional hierarchical levels of command could be flattened, 

reduced or maybe completely removed. Reducing levels of command is considered advantageous 

and necessary in order to shorten the reaction time for changes in the environment, since data 

processing within every level of command is considered time-consuming and would thereby 

seriously hamper any necessary action. Furthermore, it is assumed that as long as a decision 

maker is provided with enough data presented in an understandable way he or she will be able to 

make „„optimal‟‟ decisions. Consequently, larger amounts of data have to be handled by the 
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commanders within network organizations in comparison with traditional hierarchical 

organizations. In addition, greater demands will be made on mission control centers such as the 

ROLF 2010 staff unit, since it will require that the commander and his staff will be able to 

handle greater amounts of information and greater complexity than before [3]. In Figure 4, an 

example of the envisioned mission control centre in the ROLF 2010 project is presented. One 

cause could be that organizational filters, present in hierarchical organizations, are reduced or 

completely removed within network organizations. Although these differences have never been 

tested, they are generally held valid among many Western countries today, where the 

development of major command and control system projects are in progress. [1] 

 

Figure 4: An example of the envisioned mission control centre in the ROLF 2010 project 

[1] 
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2.2. Emergency Management 

Emergency management systems (such as forest fire fighting, traffic accidents, earthquakes, 

pollution accidents) and military systems have been classified by Brehmer and Hutchins as social 

dynamic systems, containing co-operating actors. These systems can be seen as a special case of 

dynamic environment management systems, in which the decision makers‟ goal is to define and 

organize a set of co-ordinated actions to reach a goal state and to limit the negative consequences 

on humans, material and economic environment as far as possible. One characteristic of these 

dynamic systems is that they are often so complex that the systems need some type of 

hierarchical organization [3]. An abstract view of the world can in its simplest form be a world 

model consisting of a target system, and a controlling system, based on the staff and it‟s 

subordinate. See following Figure.  

 

Figure 5: A complex dynamic system containing; target system and a controlling system 

based on the staff and their subordinate units. Example: A forest fire fighting domain. [2,6] 

2.2.1. The Target System:  

The target system is the system that is the target of the emergency organization‟s operations. 

Examples of target systems include the fire in forest fire extinguish operations or the enemy 

forces in military operations. When civilians are in danger or when they can influence the target 

system, they can also be classified as a part of the target system. The target system can be 

classified as a complex dynamic system, which changes both autonomously and as a 

consequence of actions performed on the system. [3] 

2.2.2. The Controlling System  

In an emergency organization, the staff‟s subordinates are the staff‟s tool in their task of 

controlling the target system. Examples of a subordinate unit include fire fighting units, 
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ambulance units, and military units. In large hierarchical organizations, such as a military 

brigade, the emergency organization can consist of several levels - companies, platoons, and so 

forth. The controlling system is only semi-controlled by the staff and can as, the target system, 

be viewed as a complex dynamic system. It changes both as a consequence of the commands and 

on the subordinate‟s own decisions. The staff has to treat the emergency organization as a 

complex dynamic system that should be controlled. [7] 

2.2.3. The Staff  

The commanders‟ task in a staff is to command, and control the organization. This means that 

they should collect information from their subordinates so that they acquire shared situation 

awareness. On this basis they should plan and transmit orders to their subordinates in order to 

direct and co-ordinate actions between the subordinate units. The staff functions as decision 

maker only and does not operate directly on the target system. The staff‟s work can be described 

as tactical reasoning process, as described for instance by Rogalski & Samurçay (1993 a, b). 

Examples of tasks in their work are: [4] 

 Gathering and sorting out relevant and consistent information.  

 Making hypotheses about the system.  

 Identifying the current state risks and possible evolution risks.  

 Defining goals and planning one or several appropriate strategies.  

 Distributing work and resources to the subordinate units.  

 Co-ordinating actions between different units. 

The size of the staff can vary between a few persons in a small emergency organization to a large 

number of persons in a staff at some high level in a military hierarchy. 
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2.3. Simulation Environment 

The C3Fire system generates a task environment in which a group of people co-operate to obtain 

an overview over the situation in order to extinguish a forest fire. An example of an organization 

is viewed in figure below. The tasks for the staff members in this setting are to co-ordinate and 

schedule the fire-fighting units so that they jointly can extinguish the fire, save houses 

(communities) and other areas with value. Communication among the participants is possible 

with different means, which are dependent on the configurations and conditions that are chosen 

for each session respectively. The simulation includes forest fire, houses, different kinds of 

vegetation, and computer-simulated agents as fire-fighting units [5]. 

 

Figure 6: Example on a C3Fire environment setting. [5] 
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2.3.1. Session Control 

To create a proper training or research session the organization and the task environment for the 

subject can be controlled by a session configuration and by time stamped event in a scenario 

definition. 

2.3.1.1. Organization Configuration 

The user interfaces and communication tools can be individual set-up for all participants in a 

session. When collaboration is mediated via computer systems, the system design impacts on the 

collaborative process. This means that the session controller may have explicit control over some 

aspects of collaboration [5]. 

2.3.1.2. Simulation Configuration 

With the simulation configuration the session designer can define the properties of the 

geographical environment, the characteristics of the target system (the fire) and the properties of 

the simulated resources that the trained organization can use to solve their task [5]. 

2.3.1.3. Scenario 

With the scenario definition the session designer can define the dynamic characteristics of the 

session settings. It consists of events that will affect the session at some specified time.  
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2.4. Monitoring 

To be able to analyze the collaborative work in the C3Fire system, monitoring is integrated in all 

modules of the system. During a session the C3Fire system creates a log with all events in the 

simulation and all computer- mediated activities performed by the students. Following figure 

shows a view of the log process. The log process receives information from the simulation about 

the current activities in the simulated world. It also receives information about individual work in 

terms of marks in the personal GIS (map system), and on the collaborative work in terms of 

information about the e-mail communication and the use of the distributed GIS and diary. When 

the log information is centralized to the session server, where it is used in two ways: quantitative 

analysis and session replay. [5] 

 

 

Figure 7: The log process in C3Fire. [5] 

Every log file contains information about different tasks performed in a session by each group 

member. All the log files contain similar information; means to say is that they have same inner 

structure the difference in from of values it contains vary from person to person. When running 

the C3Fire system a session log file is generated. The session log file contains all events that 

occurred during the session. In the session log file all events have an event number, which make 
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them unique, and they are sorted after time, and the event number; and from the session log file it 

is possible to sort all event types. [10] 

The log files are stored in the <C3FIRE-SESSION-LOGS> folder. If you install C3Fire at C:\ 

then the folder is: C:\C3LearningLabs\C3Fire\Server\SessionLogs\. Every session is stored in 

one folder with the group performed the experiments, and each of these group folders contained 

different sessions. The C3Fire server automatically creates unique names for all the sessions. 

Example: 

C:\C3LearningLabs\C3Fire\Server\SessionLogs\1\ 

    C3Fire-1 

    C3Fire-2 

    C3Fire-5 

 … 

 … 

 … 

    C3Fire-15 

From the beginning the log file folder contains the log file and the configuration files for that 

session. 

Example: (Session name = C3Fire-8) 

C:\C3LearningLabs\C3Fire\Server\SessionLogs\1\C3Fire-8\ 

    C3Fire-8.log 

    configuration-8.con 

    map-8.gif 

    scenario-8.sce  

Every log file consists of following elements: 

2.4.1. Session Information 

As the name suggests the Session Info contains basic information about the session e.g. 

C3FireVersion, SessionID Number, Session Time, Group Number, Group Name, Server 

Number, Server Name, Experiment Group, Experiment Name and some other information 

related to software. This info is important to be extracted as we will use these values to find 

group number, group name, server name etc when we will do the analysis on a particular session. 

Following is an example of session info extracted from a log file: 
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<SessionInfo 

  C3FireVersion = "3.1.3.1" 

  LogVersion = "3.2.0.1" 

  LicenseID = "8364-7635-0773-7882" 

  SessionIDNumber = "196" 

  SessionTime = "2008-Oct-17 10:08" 

  ExperimentGroup = "Kalmar" 

  ExperimentName = "GIS-II" 

  ConditionNumber = "1" 

  ConditionName = "GIS" 

  SessionType = "Session" 

  SessionNumber = "1" 

  SessionName = "Session-1" 

  SessionConfigFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.con" 

  SessionScenarioFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.sce" 

  SessionPicDirectory = "" 

 

  GroupNumber = "1" 

  GroupNumberInGroupType = "1" 

  GroupNumberInCondition = "1" 

  GroupName = "Kalmar" 

  GroupTypeNumber = "1" 

  GroupType = "GIS" 

  ServerNumber = "0" 

  ServerName = "" 

/> 

2.4.2. Log Event Information 

There are two basic terms activities and events, an activity represents a particular action being 

performed and an event represents a particular time at which an activity is being performed. Log 

Info section contains information about code, description and values of an activity e.g. 

<LogEventInfo> 

Code = "Description                                    Values" 

10   = "Scenario Event                               : Command" 
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17   = "Session Control                              : Type" 

11   = "Fire Event                                   : State PosX PosY" 

... 

... 

... 

34   = "Role copy text from diary-edit to mail-edit : Role Text" 

 

Unit Activity  0 = Not Defined 

Unit Activity  1 = Inactive 

Unit Activity  2 = Moving 

... 

... 

... 

Unit Activity 10 = Creating Fire Break 

 

SessionControlType_1 = "Start" 

SessionControlType_2 = "Pause" 

SessionControlType_3 = "Stop" 

 

MarkEventType_1 = "Create mark" 

MarkEventType_2 = "Set mark state" 

MarkEventType_3 = "Delete mark" 

</LogEventInfo> 

2.4.3. Config File Information 

This section of Log files has not any directly connection with our task; it contains information 

which illustrates the Roles (Player‟s Information), ControlUnits (Fire fighting trucks, fuel tanks 

etc), MailSendTo (members can only communicate by email, not directly). This section also 

contains information about different ControlUnits e.g ID, Name and its Type (Fire fighter, Fuel 

truck or Water truck). It also contains information related to names of several objects in the game 

like homes, schools, trees etc and their X, Y position in the 2D Plane. 

<ConfigFile> 

<Config> 

  <SessionInfo 
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    ExperimentGroup = "gl" 

    ExperimentName = "gl1" 

    ... 

    SessionPicDirectory = "" 

  />   

<Roles>  

    <Role 

      IDName = "C" 

      LongName = "Chief" 

      ... 

      UnitInfoDisplayOutline = "Chief"/> 

   ... 

  </Roles> 

  <Units> 

    <Unit 

      IDName = "F1" 

      LongName = "Firefighter Unit One" 

 ... 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel5Time = "0" />       

    ... 

  </Units> 

  ... 

</ConfigFile> 

2.4.4. Log Information 

This is the main section that contains all the information about events and activities performed 

by players, information is used for the purpose of analysis. All the events performed by an object 

are logged in this section. Here is an example of how the log looks like in a log file: 

<Log> 

<Event nr = "0" time ="00:00:00" val = "18 0 1" /> 

<Event nr = "1" time ="00:00:00" val = "17 1" /> 

<Event nr = "2" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 0 3 1 75 60 75 60 0 0.0" /> 

... 

... 
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... 

<Event nr = "9600" time ="02:35:00" val = "10 End  " /> 

</Log>
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3. ICEfaces Framework and Java EE (GlassFish Server) 

3.1. ICEfaces Framework 

ICEfaces is an Ajax framework for Java which enables Java developers to easily create, and 

deploy rich thin-client web applications. These features are developed and implemented in Java, 

and in a thin-client model. There is no need of browser plug-ins or applets to run the web 

application on the server. ICEfaces applications are JSF applications, so developers are isolated 

from learning JavaScript related development. We have used this Ajax application framework to 

build, and implement our log file management application. The benefits of using ICEfaces to 

implement the solution include: rich component suite, open-source development, compatibility, 

easy Ajax, Ajax push, and security. [15,16] 

3.1.1. ICEfaces System Architecture 

ICEfaces has very complex architecture, so it is not required for developers to understand the 

architecture to build and implement the application in ICEfaces framework. Some of the 

architecture benefits of using this framework are: 

 ICEfaces replaces the standard HTML-based JSF renderers with Direct-to-DOM renderers.  

 Light-weight Ajax bridge is introduced to deliver user interface changes to the client browser 

and to communicate the events back to the server.  

Figure below illustrates the basic ICEfaces architecture. [16] 

 

Figure 8: ICEfaces Architecture [16] 
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The major elements of the ICEfaces architecture include: 

 Component Suite: It provides a set of rich components that enhance Ajax features and 

provide the basic building blocks for implementing ICEfaces applications. 

 Direct-to-DOM: Direct-to-DOM (D2D) rendering is the ability to render a JSF component 

tree in a W3C standard DOM data structure.  

 Client-side Ajax Bridge: Responsible for DOM update request generation, and response 

processing. 

 Partial Submit: User interaction model for form processing, only partial validation of the 

form will occur.  

ICEfaces framework is the industry‟s leading open-source, standards-compliant Ajax-based 

solution for rapidly creating enterprise grade, pure-Java rich web applications. The rich web 

presentation environment enabled with ICEfaces provides the following features: [16] 

 Smooth, incremental page updates that do not require a full page refresh to achieve 

presentation changes in the application.  

 Intelligent form processing through a technique called Partial Submit.  

 Server-initiated asynchronous presentation updates through Ajax Push feature.   

3.1.2. How ICEfaces Works 

As ICEfaces is rich complex Ajax application framework, so it will be good to have some 

knowledge how this framework works. In the following section we will explain some of the key 

concepts that ICEfaces brings to the application development. [16] 

 Direct-to-DOM Rendering: Direct-to-DOM (D2D) rendering is the ability to render a JSF 

component tree in a W3C standard DOM data structure. D2D RenderKit is provided in 

ICEfaces for the standard HTML basic components available in JSF. The deployment 

process involves server-side caching and an Ajax bridge to transmit these changes across the 

client browser. This process is illustrated in Figure below. 
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Figure 9: Direct-to-DOM Rendering Via Ajax Bridge [16] 

 Synchronous and Asynchronous Updates: In synchronous update JSF applications update 

the presentation as part of the standard request/response cycle. The client initiates the update, 

a synchronous request is sent to the server and in response the presentation is updated. 

ICEfaces synchronous update is illustrated in Figure below. 

 

Figure 10: Synchronous Updates [16] 

The serious deficiencies with these synchronous updates are that the application requires a 

client generated request before it can update the user interface or presentation layer.  But 

there is no need to update the client if an application state is changed during client inactivity. 

Asynchronous update mode in ICEfaces overcomes this deficiency that facilitates driving 

client presentation changes, based on server-side application state changes. Below Figure 

illustrates this process of how asynchronous updates are facilitated in ICEfaces framework. 
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Figure 11: Asynchronous Update with Direct-to-DOM Rendering [16] 

 Partial Submit: It is user interaction model for form processing; only partial validation of the 

form will occur. JSF uses the normal submit mechanism, and capabilities like client-side 

validation is not supported. Partial submit solutions solve this limitation by introducing the 

JavaScript event mechanism via an automatic submit. The auto-submit mechanism is partial 

in the sense that only validation of the form will occur partially. The benefit of a partial 

submit is; the validation process executes fully but empty fields in the form are not marked as 

invalid. Figure illustrates partial submit based on an onBlur JavaScript event in a form. 

 

Figure 12: Partial Submit Based on OnBlur 
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3.2. Java EE (GlassFish Server) 

The aim of the Java EE server is to provide developers a set of Java APIs thick reduce 

development time, application complexity, and improve the performance of the application. 

GlassFish is an open source application server for the Java EE platform; for serving web contents 

it uses the Apache Tomcat as the servlet container. We have used the GlassFish server to deploy 

our ICEfaces log files management web application. In Java EE, web components provide the 

dynamic extension capabilities for a web server, which are either Java servlets, JSP pages, or 

web service endpoints. Figure below described the architecture of Multi-tiered Applications 

build using Java EE Server as providing middleware services to client application. [11] 

 

Figure 13: Multi-tiered Applications [11] 

3.3. SAX (Simple API for XML) 

SAX is a common interface implemented for many different XML parsers; most web 

applications servers use it for their XML support. A parser implements SAX functions as a 

stream parser with an event-driven API support. A number of callback methods are defined by 

user that will be called when events occur during parsing. The SAX events include: [19] 
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 XML Text nodes 

 XML Element nodes 

 XML Processing Instructions 

 XML Comments 

Events are fired for each node, and also when the end of the node is encountered. XML attributes 

are provided as part of the data passed to element events. The parsing is unidirectional; 

previously parsed node cannot be re-read without starting the operation again for parsing. 

Following figure shows how the XML file is processed using SAX parser. 

 

Figure 14: File Processing using SAX Parser 

As log files are in XML format so we need to exact information from those log files. We need 

this process to be automated using some XML API‟s. There are lots of XML document 

processing API‟s, which are developed by third party for Java. We preferred to use SAX API‟s 

for Java for log files processing. 
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4. Requirements Specification: C3Fire Web Log Files Management 

System 

This chapter contains the analysis of Web Administration part, and the log files management. 

Whole communication between C3Fire system and web Administration part is through log files. 

One group may have more than log files and each log file contains data in xml format and web 

administrator part extracts log files and their respective information, Administrator will be able 

to generate events against any log file.  The requirements for C3Fire Log files management for 

Web Administration part are collected through meeting scheduled with our supervisor. 

Following figure shows the diagram, how the different components interact to gather information 

from the log files generated during the experiments, and how they are stored in database. 

C3 Fire System

Database Server

Web Browser

C3Fire Server

Log Files

View Log Files

Stack for selected log files

Database

Dependency2

Add Selected Log Files into database

Interface

Browse Files

Interface4

Log File Behaviour

Interface6

soring/filteration

 

Figure 15: Log Files Management Component Diagram 

As our objective in this thesis report is to manage the log files which are generated during C3Fire 

experiments. It includes extracting information from log files and then maintaining this 
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information in a Database. For achieve this task we have been advised to study the latest Ajax 

framework ICEfaces because this task has special requirement to implement it using specific 

java Ajax framework ICEfaces.  The task is divided into different steps. First step is to Extract 

data from log files and properly arrange it in different tables in a database. For this we have used 

MySQL to store the information.  In coming sections, we will explain these steps in more detail 

to have a better understanding of the task.  

To make application more accessible for users Web Administration will give the rights to 

powered users to view C3Fire Statistics anywhere from the world. It will cover the design and 

architecture of the C3Fire Web Administration part. User will be able to add log files 

information into database for permanent storage and can edit or delete the specified log file. This 

chapter provides comprehensive architectural overview of C3Fire Web Administration. It is 

intended to capture and convey the significant functional and non-functional requirements.  
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4.1. Functional Requirements 

To take a close and smooth picture of C3Fire Web Administration, Functional requirements are 

divided into two different steps, In first steps Global requirements of Web Administration are 

presented, In next step Local requirement will be focused with deep study of each root 

functionality. 

4.1.1. Global Requirements 

Global requirements are the overview of overall Web Administration System. 

Table 1: Log Files Statistics (Global) 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–G-01 

Requirement name:  Log Files Statistics 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to read and list out the log files on web. User shall be able 
to Add/delete log files. Results on web shall indicate all the statistics of log files 
generated by the system. 

Rationale:  To provide the C3Fire Log Files administration on web. 

Fit criterion:  If the system is able to retrieve all the log files on web without any error. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:   

Depends on:   

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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Table 2: Communication with database (Global)  

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire– G-02 

Requirement name:  Communication with Database 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to view/edit the log files information from database on 

user request. User shall be able to add/edit/delete events for each session log 

file. 

Rationale:  To provide functions on log files stored. 

Fit criterion:  If the system is able to view/edit the log files into database through web, and 

also can add/edit/delete events. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:   

Depends on:   

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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4.1.2. Local Requirements 

Local requirements look closer to the global requirements with detailed study of sub 

functionalities, carrying inside the global requirements. 

Table 3: Reading Log Files 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–01 

Requirement name:  Reading log Files 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to retrieve all log files from Session log files directory. Log 
files shall contain Title, Description, Created Date, DB stored status. All log files 
results shall be in grid format. 

Rationale:  To provide view of existing log files on Browser. 

Fit criterion:  If log files exist on server. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  4 

Depends on:  NONE 

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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Table 4: Logs Files behavior on Web 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–02 

Requirement name:  Log files behavior on Web 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to have the following features. 

 Log Files sorting by group. 

 System shall contain the action to add files into stack. 

 

Rationale:  To provide different actions on log files. 

Fit criterion:  If no log files exist in grid results, no action will be performed 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  4 

Depends on:  RQ – C3Fire  – 01 

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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Table 5: Log File Preview 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–03 

Requirement name:  Log File Preview 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to have the following contents 

 Status of log files stored in database. Status can be shown as Boolean 
(True/False). 

 System shall be able to open log file information on popup window. 

Rationale:  To provide different actions on log files. 

Fit criterion:  If no log files exist in grid results, no action will be performed 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  3 

Depends on:  RQ – C3Fire – G – 01 

RQ – C3Fire – G – 02 

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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Table 6: Add log files into Stack 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–04 

Requirement name:  Add log file into stack 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  When user selects log file from grid, system shall able to add that selected log 

file into stack. Stack shall contain the following columns 

 ID 

 Title/Name 

 Already in database 

Rationale:  To Add log file contents into database. 

Fit criterion:  If there is no file in the stack list, no contents shall be added. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  5 

Depends on:  RQ – C3Fire – G – 01 

RQ – C3Fire – G – 02 

RQ – C3Fire – G – 03 

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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Table 7: Database Communication 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire–05 

Requirement name:  Database Communication 

Requirement type:  Functional  

Description:  System shall be able to perform the following tasks on stack list. 

 Adding/Edit log file contents into database. 

 Add/Edit/Remove Events for selected log file. 

Rationale:  To provide permanent log files store. 

Fit criterion:  If the system is able to add/edit the log files into database through web. Also 
able to associate events with each log file. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  4 

Depends on:  RQ – C3Fire – G – 04 

History:  2009-07-15 – Created. 
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4.2. Non-Functional Requirements 

Table 8: Browsing speed 

Requirement ID: RQ – C3Fire- 06 

Requirement name:  Browsing Speed  

Requirement type:  Non-functional 

Description:  The speed of web page depends upon many factors. One of them related with 
database communication, there shall be less database round trips. Page coding 
shall contain light web controls. 

Rationale:  Database rounds trips shall be reduced, data access layer shall avoid with extra 
database round trips. 

Fit criterion:  Webpage browsing speed shall be very fast and page shall be light weight. 

Priority:  Compulsory 

Originator:  C3Fire 

Customer satisfaction:  3 

Depends on:  NONE 

History:  2008‐09‐17 – Created. 

2008‐11‐16 – Added requirement number 
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4.3. Use Cases: C3Fire Web Log Files Management System 

Following is the use case diagram of the C3Fire log files web administration. It shows how the 

log files are shown to the user, how the data is extracted, and stored in the database. User can 

also perform certain actions on stored log files. User can also add different events and can set 

when certain event is performed on certain log file. 

Log Files Management

User

Browse Log Files

Contents

Log files should exist in 

directory to view online 

statistics

Stack to choose

log files

«bind»

«bind»

«bind»

«bind»

«bind»

View/Edit log Files

details stored in DB

Add Log Contents

in DB

Sorting or

Filteration by Group ID

Update Log Contents

in DB if already added

Add/Edit/Delete Events

for the Log Files in DB

«bind»

 

Figure 16: Use Case Diagram – Web Log Files Management System 
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Table 9: Log Files Insertion to Database 

Use case ID:  UC – C3Fire – 01 

Use case name:  Log Files Insertion to Database  

Actor(s):  User 

Purpose:  To provide the web administration for log files to be inserted into database. 

Overview:  
User browse web page through HTTP Request and it shows the list of all log files.  
User shall be able view status of log file, either stored in database or not. User shall be 
able to select and add multiple files into database at a time. 

Precondition(s):  None 

Main success scenario 

Actor Actions System Response 

   1) User browse web page 

 System gets the list of log files and shows them on 
Web page 

 System also checks the status of each log, either it 
exists in database or not. 

   3) 
User selects to get the log files belong to 
certain group. 

System fetches the results based on user group 
selection. 

   4) 
User selects log files, and clicks on add 
button to add them into database 

 System temporarily shows selected files into 
stack and on click event it stores all the contents 
of log files into database tables. 

 System gives successful message on insertion. 

Alternative Course of Actions 

Not Applicable 

Post Condition(s):  None 
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Table 10: Log Files stored in Database 

Use case ID:  UC – C3Fire – 02 

Use case name:  Log Files stored in Database 

Actor(s):  User 

Purpose:  To provide the web administration for already added log files in database. 

Overview:  

User browse web page and it shows the list of all log files already in database, with set 
of events that can be performed on the inserted log files.  User can also add or edit the 
events to be performed on certain session log files. User can see or edit the details of 
already added log files. 

Precondition(s):  UC – C3Fire – 01 

Main success scenario 

Actor Actions System Response 

   1) User browse web page 
System gets the list of log files already in database and 
shows them on Web page 

   2) 
User selects a certain log file to view/edit 
its detail. 

System fetches the results from the database to 
view/edit. 

   3) User selects log files to log selected event. System logs the event to the selected session log file. 

   4) User adds, edit, or delete certain event. 
System added, edited, or deleted that event based on 
user selection, and shows the updated results. 

Alternative Course of Actions 

Not Applicable 

Post Condition(s):  None 
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Table 11: View/Edit Log File Info 

Use case ID:  UC – C3Fire – 03 

Use case name:  View/Edit Log File Info 

Actor(s):  User 

Purpose:  To view/edit the details of already added log files in database. 

Overview:  
User browse web and it shows the list of all log files already in database. User can see 
or edit the details of already added log files.  

Precondition(s):  UC – C3Fire – 02 

Main success scenario 

Actor Actions System Response 

   1) User browse web page 
System gets the list of log files already in database and 
shows them on web page. 

   2) 
User selects a certain log file to view/edit 
its detail. 

System fetches the results from the database to 
view/edit. 

Alternative Course of Actions 

Not Applicable 

Post Condition(s):  None 
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Table 12: Add/Edit/Delete Events for Log File 

Use case ID:  UC – C3Fire – 04 

Use case name:  Add/Edit/Delete Events for Log File 

Actor(s):  User 

Purpose:  To provide the web administration for already added log files in database. 

Overview:  
User browse web page and it shows the list of all log files already in database, with set 
of events that can be performed on the inserted log files.  User can also add or edit the 
events to be performed on certain session log files. 

Precondition(s):  UC – C3Fire – 02 

Main success scenario 

Actor Actions System Response 

   1) User browse web page 
System gets the list of log files already in database and 
shows them on Web page 

   2) User selects log files to log selected event. System logs the event to the selected session log file. 

   3) User add, edit, or delete certain event. 
System added, edited, or deleted that event based on 
user selection, and shows the updated results. 

Alternative Course of Actions 

Not Applicable 

Post Condition(s):  None 
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5. System Implementation: C3Fire Web Log Files Management 

System 

This chapter is comprised with the architecture of C3Fire Web Administration, logical and 

physical view of the system. Logical and architectural view of the web administration system 

gives the complete understanding of the whole design.  

C3Fire Web Log Files Management System can be represented into the following sections. 

 C3Fire Database Log Files Management 

 C3Fire Web Log Files Management 

5.1. C3Fire Database Log Files Management  

After a number of experiments on the team, all sequences and information related to task 

performed by team is organized in logs needs. These are done in four steps by the Log File 

Management tool. Each experiment consists of 8 people who are divided in two groups/teams, so 

each team consists of 4 members. Task information for each team is maintained by two servers. 

There are 8 sessions for each team so with 2 teams; total number of session is 16. A log file is 

maintained for each session, containing information about tasks performed in that particular 

session. Session file are managed into groups. [9,10] 

 The log files are stored in the <C3Fire> folder according to session i.e. for each session a 

separate log file is maintained as following hieratical structure: <Session-

Logs>\<Server>\<Group>\<C3Fire>\<C3Fire>-<0-9>.log. Each session is stored in one folder 

with the name of the session and contains a log file for that particular session. If there are total of 

5 sessions performed by each group for an experiment, this means there will be one group folder 

with 5 folders, each containing 1 log file. The C3Fire server automatically creates unique names 

for each the session (Folder name) e.g. 

<Session-Logs>\<Server>\<Group>\ contains folders: C3Fire-1, C3Fire-2, C3Fire-3 up to 

C3Fire-8. As there are 2 teams so there are 2 servers, same procedure is also followed by the 

Server-2. Also the sample log file is available in Appendix section. 

5.1.1. Processing Log Files using SAX (Simple API for XML) 

As log files are in XML format so we need to exact information from those log files. We need 

this process to be automated using some XML API‟s. There are lots of XML document 

processing API‟s, which are developed by third party for Java. We preferred to use SAX API‟s, 
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As described in theory section that SAX is a common interface implemented for many different 

XML parsers, most web applications servers use it for their core XML support. [19] 

5.1.2. Log File Data Extraction 

Every log file contains information about different tasks performed in a session by each group 

member. All the log files contain similar information; means to say is that they have same inner 

structure the difference in from of values it contains vary from person to person. Every log file 

consists of following elements: 

When running the C3Fire system a session log file is generated. The session log file contains all 

events that occurred during the session. In the session log file all events have an event number, 

which make them unique, and they are sorted after time and the event number. From the session 

log file it is possible to sort all event types into their own log file. This is done in the Log File 

Management tool of Analysis. [10] 

Tables in the database that is needed for the database management: 

 Group information 

 Session information 

 Event information 

 Events information for each Session 

All the events types in each log file are given below. We have to extract this information and put 

them into database. 

 Session Control 

 Scenario Event 

 

 Unit State 

 Fire Event 

 

 Unit send Unit State to Role 

 Unit send observed Fire to Role 

 Unit send observed Object to Role 

 Unit send observed Unit to Role 

 

 Role send Mail 

 Role read Mail 

 Role copy text from mail-read to diary-edit 

 Role copy text from mail-read to mail-edit 

 

 Role insert diary text 
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 Role read diary text 

 Role copy text from diary-view to diary-edit 

 Role copy text from diary-edit to mail-edit 

 

 Role insert unit intention on Role's map 

 Role insert unit pos on Role's map 

 Role insert fire on Role's map 

 Role insert mark on Role's map 

 Role insert object on Role's map 

 

 MapDB insert unit intention on Role's map 

 MapDB insert unit pos on Role's map 

 MapDB insert fire on Role's map 

 MapDB insert mark on Role's map 

 MapDB insert object on Role's map 

 Map Layer Quick Select 

5.1.3. Database Management 

When inserting to the database each event type is given its own table. The database table is given 

a name based on the event type. Some columns needed for the database management are added 

to the each table related to events, and also in the database one additional table created which is 

for the Group Information table. Following figure shows the ERD of the database tables and how 

different tables interact with each other. After extraction, we have to put the data into the 

database. As the data in the log file is of different kinds. Some of the data is related to the unit‟s 

state e.g. How much fuel or water a unit has, what is its x and y positions, what is its current state 

like is it moving, fire fighting etc. In the same way, some of the data is related to the mails that 

team members send to each other or receive from other members. So we have to classify the data 

accordingly and we have seen that there are some others tables that are generated apart from the 

main tables for managing sessions, groups, and events so we arranged the data further according 

to those tables and then made the database in MySQL. 
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Figure 17: Database Tables Relations - C3Fire Log Files Management System 
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5.1.3.1. Groups Information 

This is a table for keeping group numbers in order. This table contains all the information related 

to a group and is identified by a unique group id which is used as a foreign key in all the other 

tables. 

The database table is named group_info.   

 

CREATE TABLE group_info 

( 

group_nr integer, 

group_name text, 

groupnumber_ingrouptype integer, 

groupnumber_incondition integer, 

grouptype_number integer, 

group_type text, 

member_of_group integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_group_info PRIMARY KEY (group_nr) 

); 

5.1.3.2. Sessions information 

This table contains all the information related to a session and is identified by a unique session id 

which is used as a foreign key in all the other tables so that by using it we can identify other 

properties like date, time, group name, group number, server name involved in that session. 

The database table is named session_info.   
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CREATE TABLE session_info 

( 

session_nr integer, 

file_name text, 

C3Fire_version text, 

log_version text, 

licenseid text, 

sessionid_number integer, 

sessionTime text, 

group_nr integer, 

groupnumber_ingrouptype integer, 
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groupnumber_incondition integer, 

group_name text, 

grouptype_number integer, 

group_type text, 

server_number integer, 

server_name text, 

experiment_group text, 

experiment_name text, 

condition_number integer, 

condition_name text, 

session_type text, 

session_number integer, 

session_name text, 

session_configfilename text, 

session_scenariofilename text, 

session_picdirectory text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_session PRIMARY KEY (session_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE session_info 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_info_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.3. Event Informtion 

An event appears in the session it will acquire a number. Events information which is to be 

shown as column in table view of inserted session log files in database. 

The database table is named event_info.   

 

CREATE TABLE event_info 

( 

event_nr integer, 

event_name text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_event_info PRIMARY KEY (event_nr) 

); 

5.1.3.4. Session Events Informtion 

Keep track of each event for certain session, when the event was performed on particular session. 

The database table is named session_events_info.   

 

CREATE TABLE session_events_info 

( 

group_nr integer, 
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session_nr integer, 

file_name text, 

event_nr integer, 

event_date datetime NULL, 

CONSTRAINT pk_event_info PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, event_nr, 

event_date) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE session_events_info 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_events_info_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE session_events_info 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_events_info_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE session_events_info 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_events_info_event_info FOREIGN KEY (event_nr) 

REFERENCES event_info (event_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.5. Session Control Information 

This table contains the start, pause and stop information in every session. 

The database table is named session_control.   

 

CREATE TABLE session_control 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

type integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_session_control PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE session_control 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_control_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE session_control 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_session_control_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.6. Scenario Event 

A Scenario Event affects the dynamic characteristics of the session settings, at some specified 

time. The scenario event log file is named scenario_event.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/.  

The scenario event database table is named scenario_event. 

 

CREATE TABLE scenario_event 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

command text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_scenario_event PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE scenario_event 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_scenario_event_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE scenario_event 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_scenario_event_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.7. Unit State 

A fire-fighting unit can move around in the environment and extinguish fire. A fire-fighting unit 

can be in five main activity states and is traditionally controlled by the user, but can also be 

controlled by a simulated agent. 

The database table is named unit_state. 

 

CREATE TABLE unit_state 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

unit integer, 

activity integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

intentionx integer, 

intentiony integer, 
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water_level integer, 

water_refill_speed double precision, 

water_tap_speed double precision, 

fuel_level double precision, 

fuel_refill_speed double precision, 

fuel_tap_speed double precision, 

CONSTRAINT pk_unit_state PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_state 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_state_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_state 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_state_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.8. Fire Event 

A Fire Event defines the fire state in one square on the map, which can have five states i.e. Clear, 

Fire, ClosedOut, BurnedOut and FireBreak. 

The database table is named fire_event. 

 

CREATE TABLE fire_event 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

state integer, 

pos_x integer, 

pos_y integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_fire_event PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE fire_event 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_fire_event_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE fire_event 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_fire_event_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 
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REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.9. Unit send observed Unit to Role 

The fire-fighting units have ability to send information about a unit that enters its range of sight 

or changes its position in it, to a receiver role. Which role the information is sent to is configured 

in session configuration, as is the area of the fire-fighting units‟ sight. When sent the observed 

unit appears in the receiving roles map. 

The database table is named unit_send_observed_unit_to_role. 

 

CREATE TABLE unit_send_observed_unit_to_role 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer,  

time text, 

sender_unit integer,  

receiver_role integer, 

posx integer,  

posy integer, 

unit integer,  

is_visible boolean, 
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CONSTRAINT pk_unit_send_observed_unit_to_role PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_unit_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_unit_to_role_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_unit_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_unit_to_role_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.10. Unit send observed Object to Role 

The fire-fighting units have ability to send information about objects in its range of sight to a 

receiver role.  Which role the information is sent to is configured in session configuration, as is 

the area of the units‟ sight. When sent, the object appears in the receiving roles map. 

The database table is named unit_send_observed_object_to_role. 
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CREATE TABLE unit_send_observed_object_to_role 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer,  

time text, 

sender_unit integer,  

receiver_role integer, 

posx integer,  

posy integer, 

object integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_unit_send_observed_object_to_role PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_object_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_object_to_role_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_object_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_object_to_role_session_info 

FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.11. Unit send observed Fire to Role 

The fire-fighting unit have ability to send information about fire in its range of sight to a receiver 

role. Which role the information is sent to is configured in session configuration, as is the area of 

the units sight. When sent the fire appears in the receiving roles map. 

The database table is named unit_send_observed_unit_to_role. 

 

CREATE TABLE unit_send_observed_fire_to_role 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer,  

time text, 

sender_unit integer,  

receiver_role integer, 

posx integer,  

posy integer, 

fire integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_unit_send_observed_fire_to_role PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_fire_to_role 
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ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_fire_to_role_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_observed_fire_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_observed_fire_to_role_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.12. Unit send Unit State to Role 

The fire-fighting unit have ability to send information about a unit, that enters its range of sight 

or changes its position in it, to a receiver role. Which role the information is sent to is configured 

in session configuration, as is the area of the fire-fighting units sight. When sent the observed 

unit appears in the receiving roles map.  

The database table is named unit_send_observed_unit_to_role.   
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CREATE TABLE unit_send_unit_state_to_role 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

sender_unit integer, 

receiver_role integer, 

activity integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

intentionx integer, 

intentiony integer, 

water_level integer, 

fuel_level integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_unit_send_unit_state_to_role PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_unit_state_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_unit_state_to_role_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE unit_send_unit_state_to_role 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_unit_send_unit_state_to_role_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.13. Role send Mail 

During a session the role have possibility to send regular text mail to other participants of the 

session. The log file is named role_send_mail.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_send_mail. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_send_mail 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer,  

time text, 

role integer,  

to_field text,  

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_send_mail PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_send_mail 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_send_mail_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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ALTER TABLE role_send_mail 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_send_mail_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.14. Role read Mail 

During a session the role have possibility to read regular text mail from other participants of the 

session. The log file is named role_read_mail.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_read_mail. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_read_mail 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

create_time text, 

from_field text, 

to_field text, 

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_read_mail PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 
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); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_read_mail 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_read_mail_group_info FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE role_read_mail 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_read_mail_session_info FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.15. Role copy text from mail-read to diary-edit 

The role could copy a received mail and paste it into the diary panel. The log file is named 

role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

create_time text, 

from_field text, 

to_field text, 

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit 
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ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_diary_edit_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.16. Role copy text from mail-read to mail-edit 

The role could copy a received mail and paste it into the diary panel. The log file is named 

role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit. 

  

CREATE TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 
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role integer, 

create_time text, 

from_field text, 

to_field text, 

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit_group_info 

FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_mail_read_to_mail_edit_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.17. Role insert diary text 

The role has a possibility to insert text to diary panel. The log file is named 

role_insert_diary_text.txt and found in directory structure Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_insert_diary_text. 
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CREATE TABLE role_insert_diary_text 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

diary_idnr integer, 

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_diary_text PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_diary_text 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_diary_text_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_diary_text 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_diary_text_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.18. Role copy text from diary-view to diary-edit 

The role may copy an inset from diary view to diary edit. The log file is named 

role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

diary_idnr integer, 

creation_time integer, 

creator text, 

text text, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit 
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ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_diary_view_to_diary_edit_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.19. Role copy text from diary-edit to mail-edit 

The role may copy an inset from diary edit to mail edit. The log file is named 

role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

text text, 
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CONSTRAINT pk_role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit 

ADD CONSTRAINT 

fk_role_copy_text_from_diary_edit_to_mail_edit_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.20. Role insert unit intention on Role's map 

A role can insert a unit‟s intention on its own map. The unit must be controlled by this role and it 

will affect the simulation. 

The database table is named role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 
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event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

unit integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map_group_info 

FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map_session_info 

FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.21. Role insert unit pos on Role's map 

A role can insert a unit on its own map. If the inserted unit is controlled by another role will this 

insertion not affect the simulation. If the inserted unit is controlled by this role then it will affect 

the simulation. 

The database table is named role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map. 
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CREATE TABLE role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

unit integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map_session_info 

FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.22. Role insert fire on Role's map 

A role can insert fire information on its own map. This insertion does not affect the simulation. 

The database table is named role_insert_fire_on_roles_map. 
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CREATE TABLE role_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

fire integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_fire_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_fire_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_fire_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.23. Role insert mark on Role's map 

A role can insert mark on its own map. The log file is named role_insert_mark_on_roles_map.txt 

and found in directory structure Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named role_insert_mark_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_insert_mark_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

mark integer, 

mark_type integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

mark_event_nr integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_mark_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_mark_on_roles_map 
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ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_mark_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_mark_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_mark_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.24. Role insert object on Role's map 

A role can insert an object on its own map. Which object that shall be possible to insert is 

configured in the session configuration. This insertion does not affect the simulation. 

The database table is named role_insert_object_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE role_insert_object_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

object integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 
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CONSTRAINT pk_role_insert_object_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_object_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_object_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE role_insert_object_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_role_insert_object_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.25. MapDB insert unit intention on Role's map 

The mapDB synchronization in C3Fire system inserts unit intention on roles map. The log file is 

named mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 
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time text, 

role integer, 

unit integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY 

(group_nr, session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map_group_info 

FOREIGN KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_unit_intention_on_roles_map_session_info 

FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.26. MapDB insert unit pos on Role's map 

The mapDB synchronization in C3Fire system inserts unit position on roles map.The log file is 

named mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map. 
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CREATE TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

unit integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_unit_pos_on_roles_map_session_info 

FOREIGN KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.1.3.27. MapDB insert fire on Role's map 

The mapDB synchronization in C3Fire system inserts fire on roles map. The log file is named 

mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map.txt and found in directory structure Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

fire integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 
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ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_fire_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.28. MapDB insert mark on Role's map 

The log file is named mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map.txt and found in directory structure 

Measurements/LogFiles/. 

The database table is named mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map. 

 

CREATE TABLE mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

mark integer, 

mark_type integer, 

posx integer, 
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posy integer, 

mark_event_type integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_mark_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.29. MapDB insert object on Role's map 

The mapDB synchronization in C3Fire system inserts object on roles map. Which object that 

shall be possible to insert is configured in the session configuration. 

<ObjectType IDNr = "0" IDName = "Normal" FireSpeed = "1" /> 

<ObjectType IDNr = "1" IDName = "Pine" FireSpeed = "0.5" /> 

The database table is named mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map. 
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CREATE TABLE mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

object integer, 

posx integer, 

posy integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, 

session_nr, event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map_group_info FOREIGN 

KEY (group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_mapdb_insert_object_on_roles_map_session_info FOREIGN 

KEY (session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

5.1.3.30. Map Layer Quick Select 

It shows what layer the user is displaying on the map. The database table is named 

map_layer_quick_select. 
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CREATE TABLE map_layer_quick_select 

( 

group_nr integer, 

session_nr integer, 

event_nr integer, 

time text, 

role integer, 

selection integer, 

CONSTRAINT pk_map_layer_quick_select PRIMARY KEY (group_nr, session_nr, 

event_nr) 

); 

ALTER TABLE map_layer_quick_select 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_map_layer_quick_select_group_info FOREIGN KEY 

(group_nr) 

REFERENCES group_info (group_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 

ALTER TABLE map_layer_quick_select 

ADD CONSTRAINT fk_map_layer_quick_select_session_info FOREIGN KEY 

(session_nr) 

REFERENCES session_info (session_nr) 

ON DELETE CASCADE; 
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5.2. C3Fire Web Log Files Management 

This was the main task of our work; we need to show the log files from system directory on web 

page. For this we were asked to implement this solution using ICEfaces Ajax framework. We 

understand and implemented our solution using this framework. ICEfaces is an Ajax framework 

for Java which enables Java developers to easily create, and deploy rich thin-client web 

applications. The benefits of using ICEfaces to implement the web solution include: rich 

component suite, open-source development, compatibility, easy Ajax, Ajax push, and security. 

Following figure shows how different object interact in C3Fire application. DatabaseMgr is 

responsible for all the database interaction. There is GroupInfo and SessionInfo classes 

responsible for keeping group information for single group and session information for single 

session respectively. There is also main Event class from which all the Events classes are 

inherited. GroupInfoAccess, SessionInfoAccess, and TableAccess are responsible for accessing 

group information, sessions information, and events information from database, database 

insertion, editing, and deletion is done through these classes. There is also EventInfo and 

SessionEventsInfo classes responsible to keep track of each event when it is logged from the 

application to keep track when certain event was performed by the user. 

 

Figure 18: Object Interaction Diagram - C3Fire Web Log Files Management System 
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5.2.1. Architectural Design Module of Application 

There are many classes which have been used for interactions but we will only give brief 

description of main classes which are used in building this application. In the following section 

we will give members and methods information of main classes in C3Files log files web 

administration application. 

5.2.1.1. C3FireTableBean 

All the main interaction of outside is done through C3FireTableBean class. This class used to 

contain all the log files information, groups information, and event information. The request for 

filling the object from database is done through this class, and this class also interacts with 

database manager class to retrieve the information from database. 

Table 13: C3FireTableBean 

Data Members 

Int C3FIREFILE_POOL 

String C3FIREFILE_DB_POOL 

String C3FireFileVector 

Int C3FireFileVectorDB 

String strDir 

Constructors 

C3FireTableBean () 

Methods 

Vector GetC3FireFileVector() 

Vector GetC3FireFileVectorDB() 

Vector getGroupNrItems() 
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5.2.1.2. DatabaseMgr  

A public interface for retrieving information about a table in a database through this class. 

Table 14: DatabaseMgr 

Constructor 

DatabaseMgr()  

Constructor accesses the session groups, Session information, table 

accessibility, and connect with database. 

Methods 

Void createSessionGroupsAccess() 

Creates the sessionGroupsAccess instances. 

Void 

  

setSessionGroupsAccess(GroupInfoAccess) 

Used to access session group table 

GroupInfoAccess getSessionGroupsAccess() 

Used to access session group table. 

Void createSessionInfoAccess() 

Creates sessionGroupsAccess instance 

Void setSessionInfoAccess() 

Set metode for sessionGroupsAccess 

SessionInfoAccess getSessionInfoAccess() 

Get method for session information access 
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5.2.1.3. GroupInfo 

This is the class from which we can make the object for the group. 

Table 15: GroupInfo 

Data Members 

Int groupNr 

String groupName 

Int groupNumberInGroupType 

Int groupTypeNumber 

Int memberOfGroup 

Constructors 

GroupInfo(int groupNr, String groupName, int groupNumberInGroupType, int 

groupNumberInCondition, int groupTypeNumber, String groupType, int 

memberOfGroup) 

Methods 

Void createSessionGroupsAccess() 

Creates the sessionGroupsAccess instances. 

Void 

  

setSessionGroupsAccess(GroupInfoAccess)  

Used to access session group table 

GroupInfoAccess getSessionGroupsAccess()  

Used to access session group table. 

Void createSessionInfoAccess() 

Creates sessionGroupsAccess instance 

Void setSessionInfoAccess() 

Set method for sessionGroupsAccess 

SessionInfoAccess getSessionInfoAccess() 

Get method for session information access 
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5.2.1.4. GroupInfoAccess 

This class is responsible for all the interaction with database regarding group. 

Table 16: GroupInfoAccess 

Methods 

Int createNewGroup(String groupName, int memberOfGroup, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

Create a new session group 

Void 

  

insertGroupInfo(GroupInfo sessionGroups, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

Isert a session log event into a database 

Int GroupExists(int groupNr, java.sql.Connection 

dataBaseConnection) 

Confirms either group exists in the database or not. 

Int getGroupNr (String groupName, java.sql.Connection 

dataBaseConnection) 

Get the id number for a group. 
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5.2.1.5. SessionInfo 

Used for creating the session information object. All the information relating to session is stroed 

in this class. 

Table 17: SessionInfo 

Data Members 

Int session_nr 

String Filename 

String C3FireVersion 

String logVersion 

String licenseId 

Int groupNr 

String sessionTime 

String serverNumber 

String sessionConfigFileName 

Constructors 

SessionInfo(int sessionNr, String fileName, String C3FireVersion, String 

logVersion, String licenseId, int  sessionIdNumber, String sessionTime, 

int groupNr, int groupNumberInGroupType, int groupNumberInCondition, 

String groupName, int groupTypeNumber, String groupType, int 

serverNumber, String serverName, String experimentGroup, String 

experimentName, int conditionNumber, String conditionName, String 

sessionType, int sessionNumber, String sessionName, String 

sessionConfigFileName, String sessionScenarioFileName, String 

sessionPicDirectory, boolean indb, boolean selected ) 
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5.2.1.6. SessionInfoAccess 

The class responsible for the interaction with the database for session information. 

Table 18: SessionInfoAccess 

Methods 

Int createNewSession(int sessionNr, String fileName, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

Create a new session group, and returns session number. 

Void 

  

insertSessionLogInfo(SessionInfo sessionInfo, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

Insert a session log info into a database 

Int getSessionNr(String fileName, java.sql.Connection 

dataBaseConnection) 

Get id number of session from database 

Vector getSessionInfoVector(java.sql.Connection 

dataBaseConnection) 

Select sessions from database and add it into vector list 

and return the list. 

Int SessionExists (int groupNr, int sessionNr, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

It confirms from database either session number exists in 

the database or not. If exists it returns session number 

else it return -1. 

Int DeleteSessionIfExists(int groupNr, int sessionNr, 

java.sql.Connection dataBaseConnection) 

If session id exists it will be deleted and affected record 

number will be returned. But on other hand if no record 

affected then -1 will be returned back. 
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5.2.1.7. SessionLogEvent 

Base class for all the events in the log file. All the events class inherits this class. 

Table 19: SessionLogEvent 

Data Members 

Int eventNr 

String eventTimeSt 

String eventTimeSeconds 

Int eventType 

String Values 

Constructors 

SessionLogEvent () 

SessionLogEvent(int eventNr, String eventTimeSt, long eventTimeSeconds, int 

eventType, String values) 
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5.2.1.8. GroupsManagement 

This class used to contain the groups and sessions object retrieved from system, and also from 

database in groups and sessions vectors arrays. 

Table 20: GroupsManagement 

Data Members 

Vector Groups 

Vector Sessions 

  

Constructors 

GroupsManagement () 

Methods 

String addSession(SessionInfo sessionInfo) 

String addGroup(GroupInfo groupinfo) 

Vector getGroups() 

Vector getSessions() 
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5.3. Building and Deployment: C3Fire Web Log Files Management System 

5.3.1. Apache Ant Building Process 

We have used Apache Ant to build and compile our C3Fire ICEfaces application. Apache Ant is 

a software tool for automating software build processes. Ant is an Apache project. It is open 

source software, and is released under the Apache Software License. Net Beans IDE uses Ant for 

its build system, which greatly simplifies Ant use within the IDE (Ant scripts generated by Net 

Beans can be used outside of the IDE). [17] 

One of the main problems directly using Apache Ant was that our ICEfaces application was 

unable to compile using NetBeans so we tried Ant to build our project and it was successful 

effort. Following figure shows how we build our application using Ant. As we have used 

GlassFish v2, so the build command was “ant glassfishv2”. This command build and place the 

C3Fire.war file in the “dist” directory. 

 

Figure 19: Apache Ant building process 

5.3.2. GlassFish Server for Application Deployment 

We have used GlassFish server for deployment of our web application package; packaging is the 

process of combining the different components together into a single unit that can be deployed to 

an application server. We can deploy following type of modules on the Glassfish server: [18] 
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 Web Application Archive (WAR) 

 EJB JAR File 

 Application Client JAR File 

 Resource RAR File 

The following figure shows separately deployed EJB JAR, Web, and application client modules. 

 

Figure 20: Module Assembly and Deployment [18] 
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I order to run the ICEfaces C3Fire web application we need to deploy the C3Fire.war file to 

Glassfish server. A web application “.war” file is a collection of servlets, html and jspx pages, 

classes, and other resources that can be deployed to application server. Following figures shows 

the interface of the Glassfish server where the web applications can be deployed. 

 

Figure 21: GlassFish Server interface 
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6. User Interface: C3Fire Web Log Files Management System 

After successfully building and deploying the application, we can now run the application by 

pressing the lunch button on the Glassfish server interface where we have deployed the C3Fire 

application. Following figure shows the C3Fire application after we lunch the application. We 

can see all the log files from the C3Fire directory and also add the log files on to the database. In 

the left panel you can see the different options; you can view the log files from the system 

directory by clicking the link “Log Files” in the left panel. You can select multiple files and click 

insert to insert those files to database. You can also view the log files already added on to the 

database by clicking the link “Log Files from DB”. You can perform certain actions on each log 

files; can view and edit the details of session, and also can add, edit, delete, and log events for 

each log file. As described in the previous section; we have used ICEfaces to build our 

application. ICEfaces is an Ajax framework for Java which enables Java developers to easily 

create, and deploy rich thin-client web applications. These features are developed and 

implemented in Java, and in a thin-client model. The benefits of using ICEfaces to implement the 

solution include: rich component suite, open-source development, compatibility, easy Ajax, Ajax 

push, and security. 

 

Figure 22: C3Fire log file management application 
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6.1. Log Files View: System Directory 

This the interface from where we can see all log files from the system directory which are 

created by different groups under different sessions. The session files are arranged by group 

number. You can also view all the log files at one time by selecting the “All Files” option from 

the dropdown list. By clicking the log file it will add the log file to the selected log files list, from 

where you can click the submit button to add the selected files to database. As each session log 

file is very heavy with lots of events and other activities, so insertion of log file will take time. 

The system will also check whether the current selected log file already in the database, it will 

delete the old one before adding the already added session log file to database. Following figure 

shows the interface for the log files management from the system directory as explained above.  

 

Figure 23: Log Files from system directory 

As described in previous section; every log file contains information about different tasks 

performed in a session by each group member. All the log files contain similar information; 

means to say is that they have same inner structure the difference in from of values it contains 

vary from person to person. When running the C3Fire system a session log file is generated. The 

session log file contains all events that occurred during the session. Following figure is an 

example of how the system shows the log files from system directory, and how user can select 

and add the log files to database. 
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6.2. Log Files and Events View: Database 

Following figure shows all the log files from the database arranged by group number. You can 

select the log file to view its detail description. The main task for this interface was we need to 

dynamically generate this table. We need to add the events at runtime, from which the 

administrator can keep track when user has performed certain event from the C3File web 

administration system. User can select multiple sessions by checking the checkbox in each row 

of the grid, then by selecting an event and by clicking the “Log Selected” button user can log the 

event when it was performed for keeping track. 

 

Figure 24: Log Files from database with Dynamic Events 

User can add/edit/remove the events at runtime. By selecting the session log file, you can 

perform certain operation on that file by clicking the relevant event button at the bottom. 

Following figure shows how to add a new event into the system. After adding, deleting, and 

editing an event the grid will be refreshed dynamically to show only the events which are in 

database. 

 

Figure 25: Adding an Event 
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6.3. Log File View: Session Details 

By selecting the session log file you can view its description, like what are the specific attributes 

of that file and which group that session belongs to, to make it easy for administrator whether he 

should continue operation with the certain file. User can also edit specific fields of log file 

session details. Following figure shows the log file information which is already added into the 

database, based on details user can choose to perform certain events which we have described in 

previous section.  

 

Figure 26: Log File Session Details 

The log files can be added to the database by going to the link “Log Files” in the left panel. User 

can select multiple files to add them to the database. All the log files are grouped by group 

number. When the log files are added the certain events are also mapped to the specific log file 

for the related tables in the database. 
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7. Conclusion and Future Work 

The objective of this report was to analyze and manage the log files which were generated during 

the number of experiments performed by group of teams in the C3Fire environment. In order to 

analyse and manage the log files on web it was suggested to study and look into the ICEfaces 

Ajax framework, because solution needs to have Ajax implementation. The objective was 

achieved by using the session log files generated during experiments by group of student in 

C3Fire environment. The session and events information was collected from log files and 

arranged in the database. In this thesis work we have looked into architecture detail of ICEfaces 

framework, and how to implement our solution using this framework. Learned to work on new 

Java tools, and technologies like NetBeans, Apache Ant, and Glassfish server. MySQL was used 

as database tool for storing and retrieving the information gathered from session log files. Also 

xml files processing through SAX API‟s, which is a tool for xml document processing in Java. 

For the future work we can suggest to used these log files information and present them in form 

of some graphs using ICEfaces framework. ICEfaces is a rich framework with a support for 

showing different type of graphs. All the data is arranged in proper format, and now it is possible 

to extract information from that data e.g. the total time during which units (fire fighting or fuel 

tank) were inactive or when they were out of fuel and it is possible to design some other 

requirements to extract information from the arranged data like calculation of time spend to 

extinguish the fire, how many emails were sent during the session, how much time the units were 

busy in fire fighting and so on. Therefore by extracting information according to requirements 

further analysis can be made. 

Apart from ICEfaces Ajax framework, there are list of other Ajax frameworks, which are used 

for creating web applications. ASP.NET Ajax; a free Microsoft Ajax framework is one of them 

which is used for building highly interactive and responsive web applications that work across all 

major web browsers. The ASP.NET Ajax framework includes Server-Side and Client-Side Ajax, 

the Ajax Control Toolkit, and the jQuery library. Microsoft provides its full integration with its 

Visual Studio.Net, using this IDE user can develop the Ajax applications using Microsoft Ajax. 

ICEfaces is third party Ajax framework which is build using Java, so different IDE‟s supports its 

integration with plug-in support like NetBeans IDE. But the main problem with this framework 

as far as we have analyzed that no IDE provide the full integration of this framework, which 

makes it very difficult for developer to build and deploy the application using this framework as 

compared to ASP.Net Ajax. As we needs to use Apache Ant for building our application and 

deployment is done using GlassFish server. The most important problem we face is that we could 

not be able to find the way to debug our application using the NetBeans IDE.  

Apart from all above problems that we face while implementing our application using this 

ICEfaces framework; it is the industry‟s leading open-source, standards Ajax solution for rapidly 

creating enterprise, pure Java rich client web applications. It provides good support online using 
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tutorials and built-in Ajax applications using this framework; by which Ajax developers can 

learn, share, and contribute information and ideas to a growing community of enterprise Ajax 

developers. ICEfaces have rich collection of components which can be used to build thin-client 

rich internet applications in pure Java. ICEfaces is a fully featured product that enterprise 

developers can use to develop new or existing Java EE Ajax applications at no cost. 
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9. Appendix 

9.1. Sample C3Fire Log file 

<C3FireLog> 

<SessionInfo 

  C3FireVersion = "3.1.3.1" 

  LogVersion = "3.2.0.1" 

  LicenseID = "8364-7635-0773-7882" 

  SessionIDNumber = "196" 

  SessionTime = "2008-Oct-17 10:08" 

  ExperimentGroup = "Kalmar" 

  ExperimentName = "GIS-II" 

  ConditionNumber = "1" 

  ConditionName = "GIS" 

  SessionType = "Session" 

  SessionNumber = "1" 

  SessionName = "Session-1" 

  SessionConfigFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.con" 

  SessionScenarioFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.sce" 

  SessionPicDirectory = "" 

 

  GroupNumber = "1" 

  GroupNumberInGroupType = "1" 

  GroupNumberInCondition = "1" 

  GroupName = "Kalmar" 

  GroupTypeNumber = "1" 

  GroupType = "GIS" 

  ServerNumber = "0" 

  ServerName = "" 

/> 
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<LogEventInfo> 

Code = "Description                                    Values" 

10   = "Scenario Event                               : Command" 

17   = "Session Control                              : Type" 

11   = "Fire Event                                   : State PosX PosY" 

... 

... 

... 

34   = "Role copy text from diary-edit to mail-edit  : Role Text" 

 

Unit Activity  0 = Not Defined 

Unit Activity  1 = Inactive 

Unit Activity  2 = Moving 

... 

... 

... 

Unit Activity 10 = Creating Fire Break 

 

SessionControlType_1 = "Start" 

SessionControlType_2 = "Pause" 

SessionControlType_3 = "Stop" 

 

MarkEventType_1 = "Create mark" 

MarkEventType_2 = "Set mark state" 

MarkEventType_3 = "Delete mark" 

</LogEventInfo> 
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<ConfigFile> 

<Config> 

  <SessionInfo 

    ExperimentGroup = "gl" 

    ExperimentName = "gl1" 

    ConditionNumber = "1" 

    ConditionName = "Digital" 

    ServerNumber = "0" 

    ServerName = "" 

    SessionType = "" 

    SessionNumber   = "1" 

    SessionName = "" 

    SessionConfigFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.con" 

    SessionScenarioFileName = "gl1-Condition1-Session1.sce" 

    SessionPicDirectory = "" 

  /> 

 

  <Roles>         

     

    <Role 

      IDName = "C" 

      LongName = "Chief" 

      Type = "Human" 

      ControlUnits = ""       

      MailSendTo = "S1,S2" 

      MapStartCenterScrollPos = "56,50" 

      MapDB = "false"  

      MapDBTo = "" 

      SeeAllFire = "false" 

      RemeberUnitPosOnMap = "false" 

      RemeberFireOnMap = "false" 

      UserInterfaceLayout = "Chief" 

      UnitInfoDisplayOutline = "Chief"/> 
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    <Role 

      IDName = "S1" 

      LongName = "Staff 1" 

      Type = "Human" 

      ControlUnits = ""       

      MailSendTo = "C,S2,X,Y,Z" 

      MapStartCenterScrollPos = "56,50" 

      MapDB = "false"  

      MapDBTo = "" 

      SeeAllFire = "false" 

      RemeberUnitPosOnMap = "false" 

      RemeberFireOnMap = "false" 

      UserInterfaceLayout = "Staff" 

      UnitInfoDisplayOutline = "Staff1"/> 

     ... 

     ... 

     ... 

    <Role 

      IDName = "Z" 

      LongName = "Ground Chief Z" 

      Type = "Human" 

      ControlUnits = "F7,F8,F9"       

      MailSendTo = "S1,S2" 

      MapStartCenterScrollPos = "56,50" 

      MapDB = "false"  

      MapDBTo = "" 

      SeeAllFire = "false" 

      RemeberUnitPosOnMap = "false" 

      RemeberFireOnMap = "false" 

      UserInterfaceLayout = "Ground Chief" 

      UnitInfoDisplayOutline = "Ground Chief Z"/>             

       

  </Roles> 
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  <Units> 

   

    <Unit 

      IDName = "F1" 

      LongName = "Firefighter Unit One" 

      Type = "Fire Fighter" 

      SendInfoTo = "X,C" 

      Pos = "75,60" 

      MailSendTo = "" 

      WindowRadius = "3" 

      WindowRadiusView = "true" 

      WindowRadiusColor = "#303030" 

      MovingSpeed = "3" 

      FireFighterUnit = "true"     

      FireFighterMobilizeSpeed = "5"       

      FireFighterFightingSpeed = "10" 

      FireFighterDeMobilizeSpeed = "5"  

      FuelTankSize = "0" 

      FuelLevel = "0" 

      FuelLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      FuelRefillSpeed = "0" 

      FuelTankUnit = "false"         

      WaterTankSize = "0" 

      WaterLevel = "0" 

      WaterLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      WaterRefillSpeed = "0" 

      WaterTankUnit = "false" 

      IntentionImageNrOfDistanceLevels = "1"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel2Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel3Time = "0"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel4Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel5Time = "0" /> 
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   <Unit 

      IDName = "F2" 

      LongName = "Firefighter Unit Two" 

      Type = "Fire Fighter" 

      SendInfoTo = "X,C" 

      Pos = "77,64" 

      MailSendTo = "" 

      WindowRadius = "3" 

      WindowRadiusView = "true" 

      WindowRadiusColor = "#303030" 

      MovingSpeed = "3"        

      FireFighterUnit = "true"     

      FireFighterMobilizeSpeed = "5"       

      FireFighterFightingSpeed = "10" 

      FireFighterDeMobilizeSpeed = "5"  

      FuelTankSize = "0" 

      FuelLevel = "0" 

      FuelLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      FuelRefillSpeed = "0" 

      FuelTankUnit = "false"       

      WaterTankSize = "0" 

      WaterLevel = "0" 

      WaterLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      WaterRefillSpeed = "0" 

      WaterTankUnit = "false" 

      IntentionImageNrOfDistanceLevels = "1"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel2Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel3Time = "0"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel4Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel5Time = "0" /> 

    ... 

    ... 

    ... 
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    <Unit 

      IDName = "F9" 

      LongName = "Fire Fighter Unit Nine" 

      Type = "Fire Fighter" 

      SendInfoTo = "Z,C" 

      Pos = "26,74" 

      MailSendTo = "" 

      WindowRadius = "3" 

      WindowRadiusView = "true" 

      WindowRadiusColor = "#303030" 

      MovingSpeed = "3" 

      FireFighterUnit = "true"     

      FireFighterMobilizeSpeed = "5"       

      FireFighterFightingSpeed = "10" 

      FireFighterDeMobilizeSpeed = "5"  

      FuelTankSize = "0" 

      FuelLevel = "0" 

      FuelLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      FuelRefillSpeed = "0" 

      FuelTankUnit = "false"       

      WaterTankSize = "0" 

      WaterLevel = "0" 

      WaterLevelCountDownSpeed = "0" 

      WaterRefillSpeed = "0" 

      WaterTankUnit = "false" 

      IntentionImageNrOfDistanceLevels = "1"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel2Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel3Time = "0"  

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel4Time = "0" 

      IntentionImageDistanceLevel5Time = "0" /> 

  </Units> 

  ... 

  ... 

</ConfigFile> 
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<Log> 

<Event nr = "0" time ="00:00:00" val = "18 0 1" /> 

<Event nr = "1" time ="00:00:00" val = "17 1" /> 

<Event nr = "2" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 0 3 1 75 60 75 60 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "3" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 0 0 1 75 60 75 60 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "4" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 1 3 1 77 64 77 64 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "5" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 1 0 1 77 64 77 64 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "6" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 2 3 1 82 66 82 66 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "7" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 2 0 1 82 66 82 66 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "8" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 3 4 1 13 20 13 20 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "9" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 3 0 1 13 20 13 20 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "10" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 4 4 1 12 23 12 23 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "11" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 4 0 1 12 23 12 23 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "12" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 5 4 1 24 17 24 17 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "13" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 5 0 1 24 17 24 17 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "14" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 6 5 1 23 66 23 66 0 0.0" /> 

<Event nr = "15" time ="00:00:00" val = "13 6 0 1 23 66 23 66 0 0.0" /> 

... 

... 

... 

<Event nr = "9600" time ="02:35:00" val = "10 End  " /> 

</Log> 

</C3FireLog> 

 

 

 

 


